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EVERETT, Wash.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Fortive Corporation ("Fortive") (NYSE: FTV) announced today that both Justin

McElhattan and Tami Newcombe have been promoted to Group President within Fortive.

Mr. McElhattan joined Fortive in connection with Fortive’s acquisition of Industrial Scienti�c Corporation (ISC) in

2017, where he has served as President since 2007. As President of ISC, Mr. McElhattan has led the growth and

pro�tability of Fortive’s Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) businesses with the acquisitions of Intelex, SAFER

Systems, and ehsAI, and the expansion of ISC’s iNet o�erings to promote the safety of both customers and the

community. As Group President, Mr. McElhattan will drive the results, innovation, and growth of our EHS

businesses.

Ms. Newcombe has served in a series of progressive roles, including most recently as President of Tektronix, where

she leverages her deep understanding of customer work�ows and her passionate commitment to the Fortive

Business System (FBS) to deliver results and drive signi�cant improvements across all aspects of Fortive’s business

at Tektronix. As part of her expanded responsibilities within Fortive, Ms. Newcombe will oversee Fortive’s business

operations in India. She will also serve as Chair of the Fortive Inclusion & Diversity (I&D) Council, demonstrating her

commitment to deepening Fortive’s strong and inclusive culture.

Mr. Lico stated, “Justin’s leadership in our enterprise-wide, connected worker strategy has been critical to taking us

beyond gas detection to accelerate our strategy in EHS. His commitment to FBS has been critical to driving results,

innovation, and continuous improvement across our EHS businesses.”

“Tami personi�es one of our core leadership competencies, Building Extraordinary Teams, demonstrating the

ability to inspire, develop, and drive engagement across our global team while accelerating innovation and growth

within Tektronix,” Mr. Lico added.

The appointments highlight these leaders’ continued focus on shaping the strategy and investment areas for their

businesses, championing the Fortive Business System (FBS) to drive strong operating results and foster a growth
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mindset, while building extraordinary teams by recruiting and developing exceptional talent.

Fortive will be holding an Investor Conference on May 19th where they will highlight key segment growth

strategies, the way they are expanding the impact from FBS across the portfolio, and their commitment to

sustainability. Learn more here.

ABOUT FORTIVE

Fortive is a provider of essential technologies for connected work�ow solutions across a range of attractive end-

markets. Fortive’s strategic segments - Intelligent Operating Solutions, Precision Technologies, and Advanced

Healthcare Solutions - include well-known brands with leading positions in their markets. The company’s

businesses design, develop, service, manufacture, and market professional and engineered products, software, and

services, building upon leading brand names, innovative technologies, and signi�cant market positions. Fortive is

headquartered in Everett, Washington and employs a team of more than 17,000 research and development,

manufacturing, sales, distribution, service and administrative employees in more than 50 countries around the

world. With a culture rooted in continuous improvement, the core of our company’s operating model is the Fortive

Business System. For more information please visit: www.fortive.com.
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